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Repeatabilityof individual differencesin
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Abstract. The demonstration of repeatability of
relativebody size and oflocomotorperformancein
growing lizards is relevant to the functionaland
genetic basis of these traits as well as to an
understanding of how they are influenced by
naturalselection. Relative locomotorperformance
ofhatchlingswas stronglyrepeatable among body
temperatures(28, 33 and 370C). We estimatedthe
repeatabilities of individual differencesin locomotorperformance(speed, stamina) and body size
(mass, snout-to-ventlength,'condition' index) for
free-ranging lizards (Sceloporus occidentalis
[Baird & Girard])over threetimeintervalsbetween
near hatchingand 13 monthsofage, duringwhich
timethe lizards increased in body mass by an order
of magnitude. Relative locomotor performance
and body size were significantly repeatable
between adjacent censuses, even across the winter
hibernation period and over periods of rapid
growth. However, these traits (especially body
size) were usually not significantly
repeatable over
long time intervals, in part because of small
sample sizes of recaptured animals. Even so,
stamina of 2-week-old lizards predicted their
stamina over a year later.These patternsgenerally
held even when the confoundingeffectsof body
size were controlled. Studies of natural selection
on performance and on body size of growing
lizards should be restrictedto short-term
intervals.
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Introduction
Repeatability is an importantstatistical concept
that quantifies the stabilityof a phenotypic trait
within individuals, relative to differencesin that
traitamong individuals (Bulmer, 1980; Falconer,
1981; Lessells & Boag, 1987). If repeated
measurements of a given individual are very
similar relative to the differencesamong individuals, then repeatabilityis high; if measurements
within individuals are very different, then
repeatabilityis low.
Repeatabilityis particularlyuseful in assessing
the gain in precision achieved by makingmultiple
measurements of individuals, in evaluating the
precision of a given type of measurement, in
establishing the degree of individuality, and in
determining the upper bound on heritability
(Bennett, 1980, 1987; Bulmer, 1980; Falconer,
1981; Arnold & Bennett, 1984; Wells & Taigen,
1984; Herzog & Burghardt,1988). Repeatabilityis
also valuable in predictingthe ontogeneticconsistency of individuals (Tolley, Notter & Marlowe,
1983; Huey & Dunham, 1987) and in placing
bounds on the appropriatetime limitforstudying
naturalselection on phenotypictraits(sensu Huey
& Dunham, 1987). Thus, for many analyses of
individual variation(Bennett,1987), estimationof
repeatabilityshould be a key firststep.
As part ofa study ofnaturalselection on speed,
stamina, and body size of the lizard Sceloporus
occidentalis (Baird & Girard) in nature, we here
analyse the long-termrepeatabilityof these traits
duringthese lizard's firstyear oflife- a substantial
fractionoftheirecological lifespan.We also examine the repeatability of locomotor performance
measured at different
body temperatures,thereby
establishing if the relative performance of an
individual is stable even at differentbody temperatures(Bennett,1980). Locomoterperformance
and body size are ecologically-relevant traits
(Huey & Stevenson, 1979; Arnold, 1983) that
potentiallyinfluence fitnessby affectingfeeding
success (Greenwald, 1974; Webb, 1986), escape
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frompredators (Christian & Tracy, 1981; Huey &
Hertz, 1984a; Ferguson & Fox, 1984) and social
dominance (Rand, 1964; Regal, 1971; Trivers,
1976). Body temperatureis a key physiological
variable that has a profound influence on all
aspects of ectothermphysiology,including locomotion (Dawson, 1975; Bennett, 1980; Avery,
Bedford & Newcombe, 1982; Huey, 1982). We
address threemain issues:
(i) is the relative locomotor performanceof an
individual stable throughtime? For example, do
individuals with high stamina at birth maintain
high stamina laterin life?Both speed and stamina
ofadult lizards are highlyrepeatable in the laboratory (Bennett, 1987) and in the field (Huey &
Dunham, 1987). However, the repeatability of
performanceduringearlyontogeny- when lizards
are growing rapidly - has not been examined
previously.
(ii) Are the relative body size and 'condition'
length)ofan individindex (mass113/snout-to-vent
ual repeatable duringearly ontogeny?That is, do
individuals that are large at hatchingalso remain
relativelylarge laterin life?To our knowledge,the
long-termrepeatability of body size in natural
populations has been documented only in birds
(Smith & Zach, 1979; Boag, 1983; Price & Grant,
1984; Smith,Arcese & Schluter,1986).
(iii) Is the relativelocomotorperformanceof an
individual hatchling consistent at differentbody
temperatures?In otherwords,is an individual that
is relativelyfastat one body temperature(Tb) also
relatively fast at other body temperatures?This
appears to be the case in several previous studies,
including one of adult S. occidentalis (Bennett,
1980; Huey & Hertz, 1984a; Huey & Dunham,
1987).
We have examined the repeatabilityof performance and size in S. occidentalis, a semi-arboreal
iguanid lizard thatlives in a varietyof habitatsin
western North America from Mexico to Washington state. At our study area in south-central
Washington,the lizards are abundant in an open
oak-pine forest,where they are active on logs,
trees,and under small shrubs. They breed in the
late spring,hatchlingsare born in Julyand August
and the lizards hibernate fromabout September
(adults) or October (hatchlings) through April.
Sexual maturityis not reached untilthe second or
perhaps thirdyear.They are 'sit-and-wait'foragers
and eat a varietyof arthropods.

Materialsand methods
Hatchlings used in this study came from the

Tuthill Ranch, Klickitat County, Washington
(under permitfromthe Department of Wildlife).
Some ('lab-reared',n = 296) were raised fromeggs
laid in the laboratory (summer 1985) and then
released on 19 August 1985 (average 23 days of
age, range 19 to 28 days) in groups of eightto 10
(randomized with respectto sibship) onto marked
sites in a study area near where the dams were
originally captured. Methods of obtaining and
incubating eggs and of maintaining lab-reared
hatchlingsare detailed elsewhere (Tsuji et al., in
preparation). Several field-rearedhatchlings,collected on 22 August 1985, were used in the studies
of thermalrepeatabilityof speed (n = 23) and of
stamina (n = 18). A few other field-reared
hatchlings(n = 17) were collected at this time for
baseline estimates ofbody size and of speed, and
these lizards were released on 24 August 1985.
Finally, other field-reared hatchlings were
captured on the same study area during subsequent recaptures of the lab-rearedhatchlings(see
below).
Before all sets of racing trials, we noted sex,
snout-to-ventlength (SVL), body mass, and tail
status (complete tail, freshlybroken, or regenerating). Subsequently, we calculated a 'condition'
forthose individuals possindex, as mass113/SVL,
tail. (This index is
original
essing a complete,
frequentlyused as a measure of condition, e.g.
body fatness. However, it does not differentiate
between fatnessand stockinessand thus the index
may be betterconsidered as a general measure of
body stockiness.) These data enabled us to examine repeatabilityofsize and conditionas well as to
check forallometricand sex effectson locomotor
performance(see below).

Measuring locomotorperformance
Maximal speed was determined by chasing
hatchlingsalong a computerized, 1.2-m racetrack
(Huey et al., 1981) withverticalphotocell stacks at
0 1-mintervals.Body temperaturewas maintained
at 33-340C, near the mean activitytemperatureof
these lizards (Tsuiji, 1986). At each census, individual lizards were run fourtimeswith a one-hour
restbetween races and an individual's maximum
speed was assessed as the single fastest speed
among all 0 2-m intervals. By the August 1986
census, the lizards were nearly adult size; hence
the length of the racetrackwas increased to 2m
(0.25m between photocells) for the final census
(maximum speed determined among all 0 5-m
intervals).
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Stamina was indexed as the total time a lizard
Repeatabilityof could maintain station while running slowly on
performance
the moving belt (initially at 0 225km h-1, see
below) ofa motorizedtreadmill.At each census we
increased the treadmill speed slightly (0.275km
h-1 in October 1985, 0-3km h-1 in May 1986,
0 3km h-1 in August 1986) to reflect probable
ontogenetic shiftsin stamina (Pough, 1983; Garland & Else, 1987). To minimize stress, stamina
was measured only once per census or per temperature.
The persons conducting the performancetrials
could not be the same at all censuses. (For speed,
the sequence for the five censuses was FHvB,
FHvB, FHvB, RBH, RBH; and for stamina, RBH,
RBH, RBH, TG, RBH.) The calculated repeatabilities should thus be underestimates of the true
repeatabilities.

Temporal repeatability
Speed and stamina (see below) of the lab-reared
hatchlings were initially assessed twice prior to
release (8-17 August 1985). Speed was determined
firstwhen lizards averaged 13 days old (range
12-15) and then 19 (18-21) days old, whereas
stamina was measured when they averaged 16
(15-18) and 21 (20-23) days old.
We recaptured and remeasured hatchlings on
threeoccasions spread over a year (28 September7 October 1985 = 'October census'; 20-25 May
1986 = 'May census'; 23-27 August 1986 =
'August census'). During each recapture,we also
caughtsome field-rearedhatchlingsand measured
theirsize and performance.Lizards were probably
hibernating for most of the time between the
Octoberand May censuses. However,because they
did grow duringthattime (Table 1), theycould not
have been hibernating full time. By the last
recapturehatchlingswere about 13 months old.
Between the October and May censuses, about
one-thirdof our study area was cleared forcattle
pasture. This contributed to the low recapture
rates in 1986.

Thermal repeatability
Speed (n = 23 individuals) and then stamina (n =
20) were measured at a randomized sequence of
body temperatures(33, 28 and 370C). The two
extremetemperaturesbound almost all Tb records
of active adult lizards at this site, and 33 0C

approximates their mean activity temperature
(Tsuji, 1986).
Calculating repeatability
Repeatabilityis traditionallyestimated using the
intra-classcorrelationcoefficient(Falconer, 1981;
Lessells & Boag, 1987). However, this coefficientis
inappropriate for growing animals as it is very
sensitiveto changes in the average values oftraits
(Bulmer,1980; Falconer, 1981; C. Janson,personal
communication). Accordingly, we estimate
temporalrepeatabilityusing the inter-classcorrelation coefficient(Pearson's r). (When repeatability is measured over a single time interval,
Pearson's r is virtuallyidentical to the traditional
intra-classcorrelationcoefficientcalculated using
covariance-corrected values [Curnow, 1961].)
Thus we measure whetherrelative- not absolute performance and size are temporally stable.
Because the measurementsdid not always appear
to be bivariate normal, we report significance
levels based on a non-parametrictest, Kendall's
tau (C. Janson,personal communication).
We firstcalculated repeatabilities of two performancemeasures (sprintspeed, stamina) and of
three size measures (mass, SVL, condition index).
Because body size influences locomotor performance in this species (Tsuji et al., in preparation),
significant'whole-animal' repeatabilities of locomotorperformancemightbe measuringprimarily
the repeatability of body size. Accordingly, we
also calculated size-corrected repeatabilities
based on residuals of regressions of In (performance) versus In (SVL) (Huey & Hertz, 1984a).
For the lab-rearedlizards, we used the two sets
of measurements made in the laboratorybefore
fieldrelease, to compute an initial 'in lab' repeatability. Then, to calculate repeatabilitiesbetween
laboratoryand field,we selected the higheroftwo
laboratory performance measurements and the
finalsize measurementas the laboratorybase line.
Because a broken tail may influence locomotor
performance(E.N. Arnold, 1987), we calculated
whole-animal repeatabilitiestwice (once only for
lizards with complete tails and once for all lizards). However, we excluded lizards with broken
tails fromrepeatabilities involving the body size
measurementsor size-correctedperformances.
We computed separate repeatabilitiesformales,
females, lab-reared, and field-reared lizards.
However, these repeatabilitieswere always homogeneous (Sokal & Rohlf, 1981, pp. 588-589) and
were similarin magnitudeto the pooled repeatabilities (i.e. all animals combined), so we reportonly
pooled repeatabilities.
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Results

fasterthan females.This differencein speed holds
even when the effectsof body size are removed
Patternsof temporal change
(ANCOVA, SVL as covariate, P < 0.001). Lab- and
field-rearedlizards had similar speeds in most
Between the initial (age about 2 weeks, early
censuses (Table 1).
August1985) and finalcensuses (age about 13
Because treadmill-speed was adjusted as the
months,August 1986), the lizards doubled in
lizards aged (see materials and methods), the
lengthand increasedin bodymassbyan orderof
average increase in stamina duringthe firstyear of
magnitude
(Table1). Mostofthisgrowthoccurred
life cannot be determined. However, males and
betweenthe last two censuses (May to August
femaleshad similarstaminathroughoutthe study,
1986). Males and femaleswere not significantly
and field-reared lizards had slightly higher
different
in size untilthelastcensus,whenmales
SVL as
stamina than lab-reared lizards (ANCOVA,
wereslightlylongerand heavieron averagethan
covariate,P < 0 05) until the finalcensus.

females(Table 1).
During their first summer, field-reared
hatchlingsaveragedslightlylongerand heavier
thanlab-reared
this
hatchlings
(Table 1). Whether
reflectsolder age or betterrearingconditionsof
field-reared
hatchlingcannotbe determined.In
in size disappearedby the
any case, differences
end ofthewinterhibernation.
Averagespeed increasedby about50% during
thestudy.Malesandfemaleshad similarspeedsin
all but thelast census,when maleswereslightly

Repeatabilityofperformanceand of size
For the two initial laboratorytrials (see materials
and methods),both speed (r = 0 45, P < 0 001, n =
298) and stamina (r = 0-65, P < 0 001, n = 295)
were significantlyrepeatable. These values, taken
only a few days apart, may be interpretedas
measures of how accurately we can quantify
individual differences at a single time near

Table 1. Locomotorperformanceand body size ofS. occidentalis at several censuses. UnitsX(?95% CI, sample size in
parenthesis) are forSVL = snout-to-ventlength(mm), mass (g), speed (m sow)and stamina (s). Only lizards thatwere
recapturedat least once and thathad complete tails are included.
Census
August 1985

October 1985

May 1986

August 1986

Speed (m sew)
Males
Females
Lab-reared
Field-reared
All

1-27 (0-041, 65)
1-28 (0-049, 62)
1-27 (0-032,112)
1-35 (0-118, 15)
1-28 (0-031,127)

1-55 (0-050, 60)
1-53 (0-049, 62)
1-54 (0-037,102)
1-56 (0-098, 20)
1-54 (0-035,122)

1-66 (0-085,45)
1-69 (0-068,46)
1-56 (0-080,22)
1-71 (0-064,69)
1-67 (0-053,91)

2-07 (0-105,37)
1-75 (0-115,39)
2-04 (0-297,11)
1-88 (0-088,65)
1-90 (0-085,76)

Stamina (s)
Males
Females
Lab-reared
Field-reared
All

258
305
281
281

(19-5, 58)
(47-7, 53)
(25-0,111)
(0)
(25-0,111)

301
299
289
453
300

184
185
163
191
184

267
265
285
262
266

(25-1,37)
(40-0,39)
(51-2,11)
(26-3,65)
(23-3,76)

Snout-to-ventlength(mm)
30-2
Males
30-0
Females
29-9
Lab-reared
31-3
Field-reared
30-1
All

(0-294, 64)
(0-278, 62)
(0-156,111)
(1-16, 15)
(0-201,126)

34-1 (0-429, 72)
34-1 (0-467, 77)
33-5 (0-281,101)
35-4 (0-639, 48)
34-1 (0-314,149)

38-3 (0-599,30)
39-0 (0-908,27)
38-4 (0-893,22)
38-8 (0-671,35)
38-6 (0-523,57)

63-7
61-3
64-5
62-6
62-6

(1-08,22)
(1-20,20)
(1-54,11)
(1-07,31)
(0-85,42)

Mass (g)
Males
Females
Lab-reared
Field-reared
All

(0-030, 64)
(0-28, 62)
(0-018,111)
(0-109, 15)
(0-020,126)

1-23 (0-053, 72)
1-26 (0-070, 77)
1-15 (0-032,101)
1-45 (0-098, 48)
1-24 (0-004,149)

1-72 (0-067,45)
1-83 (0-113,46)
1-69 (0-111,22)
1-80 (0-080,69)
1-77 (0-066,91)

8-20 (0-372,37)
7-49 (0-439,39)
7-58 (0-836,11)
7-87 (0-323,65)
7-84 (0-294,76)

0-75
0-74
0-74
0-81
0-75

( 33-2, 54)
( 27-3, 55)
( 18-2,101)
(167-1, 8)
( 21-1,109)

(16-4,45)
(14-3,46)
(20-3,22)
(12-3,69)
(10-6,91)
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Table 2. Correlationmatrixof repeatabilities (Pearson's r) forspeed of all lizards (above diagonal) and forstamina

Repeatabilityof (below diagonal) forS. occidentalis at differentcensuses. Withineach triangle,the top coefficientsare calculated only
forlizards with complete tails, the middle are calculated forlizards with incomplete tails and the bottomones are the
performance
size-correctedcoefficientsforlizards with complete tails. Numbers in parentheses representsignificancelevel and
sample size, respectively.Repeatabilities in boldface are significantat P < 0.05 (based on Kendall valuessee text).

August 1985
October 1985
May 1986
August 1986

Laboratory

Field

August 1985

October 1985

May 1986

August 1986

0 33 (0-001,117)
0-31 (0-004,132)
037 (0-001,116)

0-25 (0-126,25)
0-29 (0-080,27)
0-23 (0-280,25)
0-48 (0-008,21)
0-46 (0-008,24)
047 (0-035,21)

0-40 (0-096,12)
0-46 (0-080,13)
0-38 (0-066,12)
-0-07 (0-326,10)
-0-24 (0-110,13)
-0-06 (0-394,10)
0-19 (0 009,69)
0-23 (0.007,72)
0*18 (0-002,69)

-

0-20 (0-001,101)
0-22 (0-001,114)
0 37 (0.001,100)
0-27 (0-148, 22)
0-29 (0-098, 24)
0-25 (0-102, 22)
0-78 (0-005, 11)
0-72 (0-037, 12)
0.77 (0-005, 11)

-

-

0-38 (0-048,
0-32 (0-166,
0-25 (0-263,
0-72 (0-141,
0-66 (0-088,
0-80 (0-090,

hatching.For the subsequent comparisons involving adjacent pairs of censuses (August to October
1985, October 1985 to May 1986, May to August
1986), speed. and stamina (Table 2) as well as
measures ofbody size and condition index (Table
3) were usually significantlyrepeatable, and the
associated probabilities were almost always less
than 0.01. Thus, locomoter performance and
especially body size (and condition) are temporallystable traitsin growinglizards, at least over
short-timeintervals.
The repeatabilities and associated significance
levels forlocomotor performancedid not change
substantially when the potentially confounding
effectsof body size (SVL) were removed (lowest
coefficientsin Table 2), indicatingthatthe wholeanimal repeatabilitieswere not merelyan artifact
ofthe ontogeneticallometryoflocomotorperformance (Huey & Hertz, 1984b; Garland & Else, 1987;
Avery et al., 1987). Similarly,tail loss had little

21)
24)
21)
10)
13)
10)

-

0-27 (0-012,69)
0-28 (0.005,72)
0-31 (0-013,69)

impact on repeatabilities of locomotor performance (Table 2).
When locomotor performance was compared
between non-adjacent censuses (e.g. between
August 1985 and May 1986), repeatabilitieswere
usually positive; but the associated probability
levels usually only approached significance
(Table 2). Because these non-adjacent coefficients
were generally of the same magnitude as those
between adjacent censuses, this marginal significance may be a functionofgreatlyreduced sample
sizes (see Table 2), which in turnresultsfromhigh
natural mortalityof hatchling lizards and from
habitat destruction(see materials and methods).
Stamina was the mostconsistentlyrepeatabletrait;
indeed, stamina was significantly repeatable
between the firstand last censuses (almost 13
months apart). Speed was also generallyrepeatable but the probabilitylevels were marginal for
non-adjacent censuses.

Table 3. Correlation matrix of repeatabilities for SVL (above diagonal, top), mass (above diagonal, bottom), and
'condition' index (below diagonal). Numbers and symbols as per Table 2. All coefficientscalculated only forlizards
with complete tails.

August 1985

Laboratory

Field

August 1985

October 1985

May 1986

August 1986

0-60 (0 001,118)
0-60 (0.001,118)

0 18 (0.159,25)
0 24 (0 107,25)
0-77 (0.001,91)
0-82 (0.001,92)

-0 10 (0.371,13)
-0 17 (0 334,13)
0-32 (0 010,46)
0-32 (0.013,46)
043 (0.001,72)
0 43 (0.001,72)

-

October 1985

050 (0.001,118)

May 1986

0 27 (0 131, 25)

0-78 (0 001, 91)

-0 13 (0 313, 13)

0-30 (0 031, 46)

August 1986

-

-

0 39 (0.001,72)

-
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Over short time intervals (i.e. adjacent
censuses), the size measures (mass, SVL, condition
index) were highly repeatable (Table 3). Surprisingly,however,size measures were not always
repeatable over long time intervals;and both the
magnitude and the significance of repeatability
decreased with time. In fact,the size (SVL, mass or
condition index) of a lizard at 2 weeks of age did
not predictits size at 13 monthsof age. Nevertheless, size at 2 monthsdid predictsize at 13 months
(Table 3), suggestingthatthe growthof a lizard in
its firstsummermay have an importantimpact on
its size as an adult.
Repeatabilityofperformanceacross
temperatures
Body temperature influences sprint speed and
stamina. Average (?95% CI) sprintspeeds at 28,
34 and 370C are 1 10 ? 0 099, 1 24 ? 0-089 and
1-17 ? 0-104m sol, respectively. Comparable
values forstamina are 287 ? 59 7, 315 ? 46-1 and
395 ? 92-9s, respectively.
Lizards thathave high performanceat one body
temperaturehave high performanceat othertemperatures(Table 4). The rankordersofindividuals
with respect to both speed and stamina are highly
concordantacross all threetemperatures(Kendall
coefficientsofconcordance, W = 0 737, P < 0 001;
W= 0 845, P < 0.001, respectively).Both 'individuals, and 'body temperatures'have highlysignificant effects(P < 0 001, two-way ANOVA, mixed
model, no interaction)on speed and on stamina.
When the variance attributableto the fixed effect
(body temperature) is removed, 'individuals'
account for 64-5 and 70-2% of the variance in
speed and in stamina,respectively(Sokal & Rohlf,
1981).

Discussion
We measured the locomotor performance and
body size of lizards at intervalsfromshortlyafter
forspeed (above diacoefficients
Table 4. Correlation
gonal,n = 23) andforstamina(belowdiagonal,n = 20) of
hatchlingSceloporus occidentalismeasuredat three
All P (one-tail)< 0-001, n = 23
body temperatures.
(speed), 20 (stamina).

(0C)
Bodytemperature
Body temperature(0C)

28

28
33

0-77

37

-

0-85

33

37

0-62
-

0-66

0-76

-

068

birth to about 13 months of age and we also
determined the effectof body temperature on
locomotor performance. Using these data we
calculated the repeatabilitiesof performanceand
of body size. Here we discuss the patterns and
implications ofthese measures.

Temporal repeatabilities
Is the relative locomotor performanceof an individual stable during early ontogeny? When
repeatabilities were calculated between pairs of
adjacent censuses (Table 2), both speed and
staminaofhatchlingswere moderatelyand significantlyrepeatable. In fact,speed and stamina were
significantlyrepeatable even over hibernation
(about 7 monthslong) and also between 10 and 13
monthsofage, when the lizards more than tripled
in mass. These patternswere generallyrobusteven
when the potentiallyconfoundingeffectsof body
size are removed (Table 2). However, when
repeatabilities were calculated between nonadjacent censuses, speed and stamina were
usually positively-repeatablebut the associated
probability levels were only sometimes significant. This marginal significance may reflect
reduced sample sizes caused by high natural
mortality(Huey, unpublished) and by the destruction of part of the study area (above). Speed and
repeatable overa fullyear
staminaare significantly
in adult Sceloporus merriami(Stejneger)fromBig
Bend National Park, Texas (Huey & Dunham,
1987). Speed, distance capacity, and stamina are
also significantlyrepeatable fromyear to year in
garter snakes (Thamnophis sirtalis (Linnaeus),
A.F. Bennett & B.C. Jayne,personal communication).
Repeatabilities for body size were generally
higher than those forlocomotor performancefor
adjacent intervalsbut were lower than those for
performancefornon-adjacentcensuses, indicating
thatthe long-termrepeatabilityofbody size is low
for growinglizards. Thus, for example, size at 2
weeks of age did not predict size at 13 months of
age (Table 3), althoughsize at 2 monthsdid predict
size at 13 months. Whether the low long-term
repeatabilityof body size reflectsan inverse relationshipbetween growthand initialsize or simply
a major environmentaleffectis unknown. Both
factorsare likely to be involved. Food level profoundly influences growth rate in Sceloporus
(Dunham, 1978). Food level, and especially
thermal preference,influence growth rate of S.
occidentalis in the laboratory(Sinervo,1988); and,
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in S. occidentalis fromsouthern California,relaRepeatabilityof tive growth rate in the laboratory is inversely
performance
proportionalto hatchlingsize forthe firstmonthof
life (Sinervo, 1988). In any case, our resultsimply
that adult size may not be predictable from
hatchlingsize.
The only other published studies of long-term
repeatabilitiesofbody sizes in naturalpopulations
of vertebrates of which we are aware concern
birds. Birds differfundamentallyfromlizards in
that the formerexhibit determinategrowth and
show much smaller changes in size following
fledgingthan the order of magnitude change in
mass shown by S. occidentalis (Table 1). Nevertheless, the short-termrepeatabilities (adjacent
censuses) thatwe reportforSVL, mass and condition index (0O39-0-82, Table 3) of S. occidentalis
fall within the range of values reportedforbirds.
For body weightand various linear body and beak
dimensions,Smith& Zach (1979) reportrepeatabilities of 0-42 to 0-81, Boag (1983) calculated
repeatabilities of 0 55 to 0-98 and Price & Grant
(1984) reportintraclasscorrelationsof0-63 to 0-98.
(Note that these repeatabilities were based on
recapturesthatwere dispersed in timeand thus are
not strictlycomparable with our data, which were
gatheredin discrete censuses.) In all of the above
studies ofbirds,repeatabilitiesofbody mass tend
to be lower than those of linear dimensions,
presumably because body weight is subject to
short-termfluctuationsnot experienced by linear
body dimensions. However, somewhat surprisinglysuch a trendis not apparent in our data
(Table 3).

Implicationsforresponses to natural selection
Speed, stamina, and body size appear to be heritable in hatchlingS. occidentalis fromthe present
study population (van Berkum & Tsuji, 1987).
Thus these traits,as measured on hatchlings,have
the potentialto show a genetic response to selection (Falconer, 1981). However, would directional
selection only on hatchlings, e.g. for increased
speed (or size), result in a correlated increase in
speed (or size) of yearling or adult lizards? This
could occur if speed (or size) at one age was
positively genetically correlated with speed (or
size) at another age (Falconer, 1981; S.J. Arnold,
1987). Body size measures are in factgenetically
correlatedduring ontogenyin laboratoryrodents
(Atchley& Rutledge,1980; Cheverud, Rutledge &
Atchley 1983; Riska, Atchley & Rutledge, 1984)

and in birds in nature(Price & Grant,1984),

indicating,at least forthese species, that directional selection at one age would lead to some
correlatedresponses at otherages.
However, in S. occidentalis the phenotypic
correlationsbetween hatching and 13 months of
age are low and ofteninsignificant(Tables 2, 3).
Does this necessarily imply that selection on
hatchlingswould not lead to a correlatedresponse
in yearlings or in adults? Several quantitative
genetic analyses of body size of laboratoryand of
domesticated mammals demonstratethat phenotypic correlations tend to decrease as the time
between measurements increases (references in
Atchley, 1984). For example, the phenotypic
correlationbetween 14- and 28-daybody masses of
rats is 0*79, whereas that for 14- and 189-day
masses is only 0 35 (Cheverud,et al., 1983; see also
Riska et al., 1984 for data on mice). However,
phenotypic correlations can differfrom genetic
correlations,even in sign (Atchley & Rutledge,
1980; Falconer, 1981; S.J. Arnold, 1987). Therefore, the observed low phenotypic correlations
between hatching and 13-month sprint speed,
stamina and body size in fence lizards are unreliable predictors both of genetic correlations
throughtime and of possible correlatedresponses
to selection.
Thermal repeatability
The relative speed or stamina of an individual is
very consistent across temperatures (Table 4)
spanning most of the normal range of activity
temperaturesof these lizards (Tsuji, 1986). Thus,
lizards that have high locomotor performanceat
one temperaturehave high locomotor performance at others. Comparable results have been
obtained in previous studies of lizards (Bennett,
1980; Huey & Hertz, 1984a; Huey & Dunham,
1987), including a study of adult S. occidentalis
(Bennett,1980). Thus, we findno evidence, at least
fromphenotypic comparisons (see Huey & Hertz,
is a master
1984a), thata 'jack-of-all-temperatures'
ofnone. The significanceofthisgeneralfindingfor
field studies of natural selection are evaluated by
Huey & Dunham (19.87).

Concludingremarks
Locomotor performance and body size were
repeatable traitsin growinglizards but repeatabilities were generally significantonly for adjacent
census periods. Body size in particular has low
long-termrepeatability.Such a findingis certainly
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not unexpected on intuitivegroundsand is consistent with previous quantitativegenetic analyses,
both theoretical and empirical. In any case our
findings have important implications for field
studies ofnatural selection duringearly ontogeny
of lizards. Because repeatabilitiesare at best only
weakly or marginally significant for long-time
intervals (e.g. one year), we recommend that the
length of inter-captureintervals should be kept
short- certainlyless than one year. However, for
adult lizards speed and stamina seem to have
relativelyhigh stabilityeven over a fullyear (Huey
& Dunham, 1987, unpublished data), suggesting
thatinter-captureintervalscan be longerforadults
than forhatchlings.Finally, our results encourage
studies that attemptto determinethe mechanistic
and genetic bases of individual variation in performanceand size and its ecological consequences
(Wells & Taigen, 1984; Bennett,1987; Garland &
Else, 1987; van Berkum & Tsuji, 1987; Garland,
1988).
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